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ANDERSON v SMITH & ANOR

In the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory of Australia Nader J.
25, 26, 27, 28 June and 30 July 1990 at Darwin.


DAMAGES - assessment - nervous shock - Compensation /Fatal Injuries) Act (NT).

NEGLIGENCE - claim by plaintiff against grandparents for damages - duty of care.

LIABILITY Loco parentis circumstances under duty to supervision.
 whether	grandparent	in child	to exercise	care and



Cases considered:
Posthuma & Posthuma v Campbell & Ors (1984) 37 SASR 321 Robertson & Anor v Swincer Full Court 21.9.89
Towart v Adler & Ors Full Court 31.10.89 Cases followed:
Campbelltown City Council & ors v Mackay & Anor (1988) 15 NSWR 501
Cook v Cavenagh (1981) 10 NTR 35
Hahn v Conley (1971) 126 CLR 276
Jaensch v Coffey (1984-1985) 144 CLR 549 Cases referred to:
Donoghue v Stephenson [1932] AC 562
McLaughlin v O'Brien (1983) 1 AC 410


Counsel for the plaintiff: Solicitors for the plaintiff: Counsel for the defendants: Solicitors for the defendants:
 J.B. Waters
Waters James & O'Neill
o. Downs Mildrens
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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
'.T DARWIN
,,O. 527 of 1987
 




BETWEEN: LINDA ANDERSON

AND:
 







Plaintiff

GEORGE HUGH GALLAWAY SMITH and EUPHEMIA ROBERTSON SMITH
Defendants


CORAM: NADER J



REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
5	(Delivered 30 July 1990)
This is an action for damages for nervous shock arising out of the death of Amy Camille Anderson (Amy) a daughter of Linda Anderson, the plaintiff.	George Hugh Gallaway Smith and Euphemia Robertson Smith, the
5		defendants, are the father and mother of the plaintiff and grandparents of the deceased child Amy.	As well as suing for damages for nervous shock, the plaintiff brings this action pursuant to section 10 of the Compensation (Fatal Injuries) Act (NT) in her own right and also on
10	behalf of Leona Shayle Anderson, Amy's infant sister.	At
the close of the plaintiff's case, Mr Waters, for the plaintiff, conceded that no case had been made out against George Hugh Gallaway Smith.	Accordingly, in respect of the action against that defendant there will
5	be a verdict and judgment for the defendant.



The plaintiff was born in Scotland on 29 October 1962.	She went to school in Darwin, leaving in 1978 having successfully completed third year high school.
10	She left the family home at about 15 years of age and went to live in a room in Moil with Brenton Mark Anderson.	She married Anderson on 2 October 1981.	Her life has not been a happy one.	Her father was strict and denied her the freedom to do what her friends were doing.
15		From time to time she quarrelled with her mother about schoolwork and about the people she was mixing with, including		Anderson.	When she left home she attended secretarial college where she remained for about 12 months.	She became involved with illicit drugs, taking
20		amphetamines intravenously for 3 or 4 months.	After leaving secretarial college she went to South Australia with Anderson where she worked as a receptionist/typist
for an accountant for about eight months, after which they returned to Darwin.	In Darwin she worked for a
2
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travel agency. She was then 18 years old. She left South Australia because she was getting into a lot of trouble there and she missed her parents.	In South Australia she and Anderson ended up homeless, wandering
5	the streets living on welfare.	Her first child, Leona,
was born on 12 November 1981.	Amy was born on 16 August 1983.	After Amy's birth the plaintiff and Anderson fought a lot.	According to the plaintiff, Anderson often used physical violence against her.
10
As a result of an alleged physical assault upon the plaintiff by Anderson, she left the matrimonial home about a week before 2 October 1984, the date on which the deceased suffered her fatal injuries.	The plaintiff said
15	that the marriage had been very violent and that she had
been assaulted several times.	She said this last assault, for which she left home, was an attack with a rock for which she required 30 stitches to the head.

20		She went to live with the defendants at 48 Tasman Circuit, Wagaman, with Leona and Amy. The home was a three bedroom ground level house with a back-yard swimming pool, about 3 feet deep at one end and 6 feet at the other.	It was fenced in accordance with legal
'


requirements, but there was no fence or barrier between the back door of the house and the pool, a distance of about 12 feet.	There was nothing to prevent or hinder persons from walking, or even crawling, directly from the
5		door to the pool.	Amy had played in the pool under supervision from time to time when she had been taken to visit her grandparents by the plaintiff.	She enjoyed those occasions.


10		The back door of the house was quite ordinary.	It was opened and shut by a round door handle of a common type that was locked by a central push-button.	There was
also a sliding bolt on the inside of the door that could be pushed across to secure it. There were no other
15	handles or levers on the door. The plaintiff said the
door handle was about 3 feet from the floor.	Amy could not reach it. I am satisfied that she would not have been able to open the door if it had been properly closed.


20		At the material time, Amy was about 14 months old. She could walk. She was talking to the extent that she could say words such as ''mum'', "dad'', "nana'' and ''grandad''.	She wore nappies.	She was active and "was
walking everywhere."
5


On 2 October 1984, the plaintiff had been staying with the defendants for about a week. She said she was feeling very depressed and some friends called at the
5		house to cheer her up.	At about 3 pm they invited her for some drinks at a hotel.	The plaintiff asked the defendant Mrs Smith to mind Amy. She agreed to do so. Before leaving the house, the plaintiff fed Amy and put her in her cot. She was sleeping when the plaintiff left
10	with her two friends and Leona for the Marrara Hotel.



The defendant, Mrs Smith (who was called as a witness for the plaintiff - the real defendant is the defendants' insurer), said that Amy continued to sleep
15		for a long time after the plaintiff left for the hotel. Shortly after the plaintiff left for the hotel, Mrs
Smith, who had been sewing before the plaintiff left, having run out of tape she had been using, went next door to her neighbours' house for tape. She returned by the
20		back door to which I have referred.	When she returned, Amy was still asleep in her cot. Some time later she woke.		Mrs Smith took her to the lounge room and changed her nappy.	Mrs Smith went to her bedroom to make up a bed.	Her description of what followed is better left to
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speak for itself:


''I went up to make the bed up, just to tidy it up and that's when somewhere between then and
5	that, that Amy must have - she wasn't -·well,
she wasn't beside me where I could hear her and I wasn't concerned because I thought she was inside with me, but when I walked down the hall to the dining area, I saw the light shine
10		through and realised that the back door was open and then I went outside and saw Amy lying in the pool face down and I just ran at the pool screaming for my neighbour who came through right away and started to give Amy
15	mouth to mouth.''

The only inference to be drawn from the circumstances is that Amy went through the back doorway to the pool. She
20		could have done so only if the back door was not securely shut.	The last person to use the door had been Mrs Smith when she returned from getting tape. She failed to shut the door securely and made it possible for Amy to gain access to the pool.
25
At about 5.30 pm some police went to the table at the hotel where the plaintiff was drinking and asked for "Linda Anderson.''	They told her there had been an accident at her mother's house. They drove the plaintiff
30		and Leona to the defendants' house. The plaintiff's father had just arrived home.	Amy had shortly before been taken to Darwin Hospital.
6









The plaintiff went with her father to the hospital.
She was not allowed to see Amy straight away because efforts were being made to revive her. The plaintiff
5	said: "They would not tell me anything at that stage."
Eventually she was informed that Amy had suffered brain damage and that she had been revived but that there was doubt whether much else could be done for her.


10		For the three months following Amy's accident, the plaintiff lived at Darwin Hospital during which time she had a room near or next to Amy's ward.


While living at the hospital, the plaintiff was
15		taught to look after Amy: how to feed and suction her. The procedure called "suctioning'' was to prevent saliva, mucous or any other substance from running down into her chest cavity causing her to choke or gag.	This was necessary because Amy had lost the gag reflex of her
20		throat.	The plaintiff had to put a suction tube down Amy's nostrils and down her throat to collect the saliva and mucous.	The plaintiff said the process cause Amy pai and discomfort and at times her throat would be red raw and there would be blood coming through the tube.
7

While Amy slept she hardly needed any suctioning, but while she was awake she needed it 4 or 5 times an hour.


Amy stabilised in hospital and remained in a deep
5		coma.	She did not react to touch, sound or smell.	Her eyes were open ,n a sort of dull glaze.	Her arms and legs were rigid.	Her muscles were tending to cramp and her feet and hands were starting to ball.		The plaintiff directed her efforts during her time in hospital to
10	ameliorating Amy's condition.



In the month following the accident, the plaintiff thought she was able to detect some improvement in Amy's condition.	Someone at the hospital introduced the
15		plaintiff to a treatment known as the Glen Doman method of assisting severely handicapped people.	It was suggested as a technique for bringing Amy back to consciousness. It involved the stimulation of the 5 external senses: body massage, moving Amy's limbs to
20		loosen them up, playing loud music, flashing lights in her eyes, giving her substances both pleasant and unpleasant to taste, placing smelly substances under her nose.	A part of the technique was to have lots of children and people around her constantly.	The plaintiff
8

•
said she noticed improvement in that when she entered Amy's room her eyes would turn towards her. Sometimes when she bent Amy's legs she would see tears in her eyes and she would make sounds.	The plaintiff thought it was
5		because Amy could feel pain. She said she knew Amy could feel pain despite having been told that she was in a deep coma and could probably not know or feel anything.	The plaintiff said that she used to pick up Amy and cuddle her and she would relax.
10
The person who introduced the plaintiff to the Glen Doman method arranged for an advertisement to be placed in a newspaper.	At the same time there were 2 other severely damaged babies in Darwin hospital as a result of
15		drownings.	As the result of the advertisement and some publicity that the matter received, a support group was
formed.	A meeting was held attended by more than a hundred people.	They formed themselves into groups to help the plaintiff do what was thought to be desirable
20	for Amy.	They used to come 2 or 3 at a time, for an hour.	Eventually the numbers dwindled with about 40 volunteers persevering to the end. They used to be there from about 7 in the morning till 6 at night providing the various stimuli referred to.
9



Although at times during that period the plaintiff thought Amy was improving, at other times she would get pneumonia so that the treatment would be called off for
5	the time being.


The plaintiff suffered from lack of sleep.	She used to try to sleep when the helpers were there during the day, but they had their own families and they had to go
10		home.	The plaintiff was left alone in the evenings.	She was not really able to sleep at nights because Amy was in the bed with her. She said she was too scared to sleep in case something happened to Amy.

15		On 2 October 1984, the plaintiff took Amy to Adelaide to be examined by a neurosurgeon.	He advised that there was virtually no hope of recovery.

Amy died on 24 July 1985.	The plaintiff woke one
20		morning and Amy was dead alongside her. The death certificate, exhibit C, shows that Amy died of septicaemia and chronic chest infection and diminished cough reflex following a drowning incident in a swimming pool on 2 October 1984.	The doctors had told the
plaintiff that Amy was dying but she refused to believe them.	The death was an emotional shock to the plaintiff.


The plaintiff described some behaviourial problems
5		of Leona which commenced after the plaintiff and Amy had left hospital and returned home to live.	These included playing up, chucking tantrums, attacking volunteer helpers and disrupting classes at school.		Leona does not get along well with children of her own age. The
10		plaintiff thought that Leona felt neglected because of all the attention given to Amy.	Leona did not have those problems before Amy's accident and they continued at the time of the hearing.	She was moved to another school in the hope that more discipline would be beneficial.	She
15		has shown some improvement but is still naughty.	The plaintiff can only just cope with her at home. She said that Leona is angry about the whole thing.	She is very possessive of plaintiff, very clingy, and does not like the plaintiff to leave her alone.
20
There has been no reconciliation between the plaintiff and Anderson since the accident although there has been some communication between them, referred to in the evidence.




At the time of the accident the plaintiff weighed about 9 1/2 stone.	During the weeks following 2 October 1984 she lost some 2 stone.	She regained the lost weight
5	in the course of the following year and has maintained it
since.



About two months before Amy's death, in 1985, the plaintiff met and commenced a romantic and sexual
10	relationship with a James O'Keefe.	At about the time of
Amy's death, the plaintiff found herself to be pregnant. The plaintiff said that this was not a ''planned event". The child Carlie was born on 28 February 1986.	The relationship with O'Keefe developed into a more permanent
15		one early in 1986 between Amy's death and Carlie's birth. He moved into the house with the plaintiff and they lived as husband and wife, de facto.	The plaintiff said the relationship failed because she had problems getting close to O'Keefe emotionally, opening up to him and
20		trusting him. She said she was still in a lot of shock from the accident and she was depressed and wanted to be on her own. She found it hard to have a proper relationship with him. The relationship lasted between 4 to 6 months after which he left and went to Brisbane,
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leaving the plaintiff with the girls Leona and Carlie.



In 1989 an effort was made by the plaintiff and O'Keefe to get back together again.	That attempt failed
5		after about two months.	O'Keefe still lives in Darwin. Recently he has made efforts to regain contact with his daughter Carlie.	He has access to Carlie once a fortnight on weekends.


10		The plaintiff believes she is now overprotective of her children.	She does not like leaving them with anybody.	If she does, she leaves them with the defendant, her mother.	She says Leona will not stay with anyone except the plaintiff's mother.	The plaintiff says
15	that Leona rarely lets her go out without her.

Apart from her effort last year to resume her relationship with O'Keefe, the plaintiff says she does not have any relationships with men.
20
The plaintiff claims to spend most of her days at home. She takes the children to school and calls for them again each day. She does housework and shopping and visits the defendants three or four times a week. She
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has two close friends: a married couple whom she visits regularly.


The plaintiff lives on a pension.	She receives no
5		support from her former husband or from 0'Keefe for either Leona or Carlie. She does not know where her former husband is. She intends to apply for maintenance from 0'Keefe, but has not done so yet. She did not say why. The plaintiff intends to seek paid employment when
10 Carlie goes to full time school. She would like to finish her own schooling and get office or reception work.


Asked about her feelings since the death of Amy, and
15		whether it had affected her in any way, the plaintiff said she was totally devastated.	She thought she had failed as a mother. She always thought Amy would come out of it and she was frustrated that she could not save her. She said she is often depressed and tries to look
20	after Leona and Carlie as well as she can.	When she is depressed she cries. She locks herself in her bedroom; she does not eat, sometimes for two or three days. When she is in that condition she lets thf children into her bedroom if they knock on the door. She tries not to cry
in front of them or to upset them. She has insomnia sometimes.	She used to suffer from nightmares but she has not had many lately.	She used to wake up and think that Amy was still there. She has sought assistance for
5		her depression from a psychologist, Dr Jan Isherwood Hicks, who testified, and she hopes to continue seeing her. She said she talks things through with her and "has a cry".	The doctor tells her that her feelings are normal. She feels better after the sessions and would
10	like them to continue.



The doctor suggested to the plaintiff that she visit Amy's grave. She did so twice, but for a couple of days after each visit she was depressed and physically sick.
15	She said she knew Amy was not there and could not hear her anyway.


The plaintiff and Anderson were divorced in about 1987.	She said that she had tried to get work since
20		Amy's accident.	She had a night job in about 1988 while she was living with O'Keefe --	packing cans onto shelves at a retail shop called ''Cheap Foods", but that lasted only one or two months.	The work commenced at midnight and continued for four hours.		She could not
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cope with it. When she was at work O'Keefe minded Leona and Carlie.


Christopher John Wake, a medical practitioner, was
5		called for the plaintiff.	He is a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of the United Kingdom.	He had been general practitioner to the plaintiff's family since January 1984 and had continued as such at least till about 1988.	He became involved in the home care of Amy
10		in January 1985, continuing to be involved until her death.	He said that the plaintiff and Anderson were initially optimistic that there would be a significant degree of brain recovery.	It was hard for them to accept the expert opinions that the situation was hopeless.
15	This caused antagonism between the plaintiff and the medical persons involved in Amy's care.	Dr Wake knew of the arousal therapy being given by the volunteers.	He said that from January to July 1985 his major roles were to support the plaintiff and to treat Amy's infections as
20	they arose.

Dr Wake said the psychology of such an episode in a mother's life is very complex but that certain themes can be traced.	He thought that the initial successful
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resuscitation produced optimism in the plaintiff that there would be recovery.	This was without foundation because Amy exhibited almost classic decerebrate rigidity: all higher nervous functions were destroyed.
5	He said that the doctors informed the plaintiff and
Anderson accurately of the prognosis but they were not in a frame of mind to admit the reality of Amy's state and they were so full of grief the information caused anger and resentment.	This ''denial phase'' was a defence
10		mechanism.		The plaintiff was far more ready to listen to people who talked about the excellent results of arousal therapy.	Dr Wake said that the plaintiff's forlorn hope, reinforced by the many helpers referred to, helped her to maintain an outward equanimity at the time. Through
15		April 1985 the plaintiff gradually came to accept the truth of Amy's situation.	Dr Wake said that the plaintiff has inevitably suffered badly.	After confirming her pregnancy in August 1985, he did not see her until early 1987.	They talked at length and she
20	described the flatness in her life following Amy's death. Dr Wake said she had suffered a reactive depression and
he did not think she recovered from that until March 1987.	He said that since about that time she has been her old self.
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Although his evidence on the point was not entirely clear, not through any fault of his, Dr Wake said that the reactive depression he referred to was a true
5		depressive illness the symptoms of which were tearfulness, lack of libido, loss of weight, expressions of worthlessness and general negativity.		Dr Wake gave his reasons for concluding that the plaintiff had recovered from the reactive depression	since about March
10	1987.

I place considerable reliance on Dr Wake's evidence.
Not only was he the family general practitioner, but he seemed a manifestly balanced and sound witness.
15
Dr Robert Shoulder, a consulting psychiatrist practising in Chatswood, a suburb of Sydney, was called on behalf of the plaintiff.	He examined the plaintiff at the request of the defendants' solicitors on 21 September
20	1988 and on 23 October 1989.

First he gave evidence about the earlier examination.	After making a number of observations about the plaintiff and her symptoms, he said that immediately
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having heard of the accident she experienced a sense of shock.	Later this developed into a psychiatric syndrome and the plaintiff showed elements of phobias, anxiety and depression.	Dr Shoulder said the syndrome is sometimes
5		called a "general anxiety disorder'' or GAD, but he prefers to call it a "phobic anxiety depression disorder''.	It is a particular psychiatric disorder.	He said that the syndrome was in addition to and on top of an ongoing personality disorder which was life-long which
10	arose from the plaintiff's previous unhappy life the
details of which emerged from the evidence.	Dr Shoulder said that in all probability the syndrome was in some way associated with the accident.


15		Dr Shoulder was then directed to the second examination on 23 October 1989. The plaintiff continued to be quite as unwell as she had been the year before.
He gave his reasons for saying so. When he examined her, she was in the relatively early stages of her contact
20	with Dr Isherwood-Hicks and she told him how the sessions
with her had made her tense, unhappy and distressed, which, Dr Shoulder said, was inevitable and is what does happen when therapy is starting up.
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At the time of the second examination, having seen the results of therapy at an early stage, Dr Shoulder thought there had been little progress and that the prospects were fairly poor. It was his opinion that the
5		plaintiff would not adequately recover from the depressive reaction following Amy's injury.


I thought there was a certain lack of substance in Dr Shoulder's evidence and, in the result, I prefer that
10	of Dr Wake and Dr Isherwood-Hicks.	Nevertheless, I give it considerable weight.


Dr Isherwood-Hicks, a psychologist, gave evidence for the plaintiff.	She wrote a report (exhibit F) on the·
15		basis of seven meetings with the plaintiff from August 1989 and January 1990 that she described as "therapy consultations", and she had spoken to the plaintiff once by telephone since writing the report.	The report speaks for itself and the material parts are reproduced:
20
"PRESENTING PROBLEMS AT TIME OF REFERRAL
Unresolved grief Guilt
Unresolved anger
25	Elevated anxiety
Concentration and memory difficulties.
Depressed affect Social withdrawal
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Lack of self-confidence Low self-esteem Negative body image Sexual inhibitions
5	Relationship difficulties
As Ms Anderson's signed statement of 22 July 1986 describing the traumatic emotional effects on herself and daughter, Leona, of the drowning tragedy
10	and Amy's death are consistent with those given by her during therapy consultations with myself, details will not be presented again here.
In brief, Ms Anderson described how she had left Amy
15		with her mother whilst she went to the hotel (taking her elder child, Leona) with two girlfriends on 2 October 1984. She had moved to live with her parents after being assaulted by her husband a few days previously and recalls feeling distressed as a
20		result of the assault.	Ms Anderson has been overwhelmed with feelings of guilt that she was enjoying herself at the time of Amy's drowning accident;	that the fact of the accident unequivocally identifies her as having failed to be
25	a good mother.
Ms Anderson's self-perception is coloured by reflections of failure. She perceives herself as having failed:- (a) as a mother, (b) regarding her
30	relationships with her parents, (c) in her marriage,
(d) regarding her femininity/attractiveness as a woman, (e) in her later relationship with the father of her youngest child, Carlie, (f) in her bids to achieve happiness.
35
Family Background
Born in Scotland in 1962, Ms Anderson came to Australia with her parents in 1963. The family moved to Darwin where she attended Nightcliff High
40	School, completing Year 10. She has a younger brother now aged 13 years.
Ms Anderson recalls her fear and distress as a youngster when she witnessed her father, a plumber,
45		physically beating her mother when he had been drinking.	She says that after her father became a prison officer his drinking bouts were less frequent
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and his physical abuse of her mother decreased, although the constant parental conflict and arguments continued.	Ms Anderson states that her adolescence was a very unhappy time and at the age
5		of 14 years she ran away from home.	At the age of 18 years she was involved with drugs (speed) over a 6 month period with Brenton Anderson, who she married before her 19th birthday.	The marriage was characterised by violence and Ms Anderson says she
10		was physically abused by her husband on a number of occasions.	A few days before Amy's drowning accident Ms Anderson had left her husband and had moved to temporarily live with her parents following a violent incident when her husband had assaulted
15		her with a brick during an argument.	Subsequently Ms Anderson had required 30 stitches to her head. She presently is awaiting further surgery as a result of this injury.
20	Personality Factors
Ms Anderson presents with fundamental personality instabilities and adjustment problems as a consequence of her unhappy childhood experiences. As a result, Ms Anderson's emotional resources were
25		pushed beyond her coping limit when faced with the extraordinary emotional demands of the tragedy of her child's drowning accident.
Other Presenting Issues
30		Ms Anderson's residual anger towards her mother, her mixed emotions of grief and guilt, and her denial/non-acceptance of medical opinion remained unresolved with key conflicts and issues shelved and/or repressed, with resolution successfully
35		avoided whilst Ms Anderson became totally immersed in the demands of Amy's intensive coma arousal programme that followed.	The coma arousal programme was time-consuming and energy intensive, and the strain of.having a constant stream of attendant
40		helpers (often they were total strangers) in her home for months on end was exhausting and stressful. Ms Anderson says she had to always be pleasant and welcoming, no matter how she really felt, and over time she learnt to mask her true underlying fragile
45	feelings.	Initially the volunteers numbered about 100, but over the months they reduced to a hard core of just over a dozen;	some people apparently would
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come once to look and never return.
Self-Confidence, Self-Image and Inhibitions
Ms Anderson states that since Amy's death she has
5	experienced decreasing self-confidence, low self
steem and now has an exceptionally negative body image.	She has become so dissatisfied with her body shape that she is determined to proceed with breast surgery in the future.	In association with her
10	negative body image, Ms Anderson has experienced
increasing sexual inhibitions.	She believes these inhibitions have precipitated many of the relationship difficulties with her ex-defacto (James O'Keefe).
15
Protectiveness Issues
After losing her baby in such tragic and prolonged circumstances Ms Anderson has, understandably, become extra protective of her living daughters,
20		Leona and Carlie, and now is constantly fearful for their safety whenever they are not with her. She becomes particularly worried about Carlie when she is with her father during ''access" visits.
25	Fun
Since Amy's death having fun has been proscribed and the resulting adverse affects on Leona were beginning to manifest.	For example, the little girl sensed that she did not have her mother's
30		"permission" to have a birthday party in 1988 because of it being an arranged happy occasion.	Ms Anderson successfully dealt with this during therapy and Leona was able to enjoy a happy birthday party at the end of 1989.
35
MENTAL STATUS
Ms Anderson's orientation, speech, perception and thought processes are normal.	Observed episodidic lapses of attention, concentration and memory appear
40		to be a function of Ms Anderson's presenting anxiety state.	Despite her emotional difficulties and dearth of coping resources necessary to confront and contain/control the psychological impact and effects of the trauma of Amy's death, Ms Anderson is in
45	touch with her feelings and is able to accurately identify her moods and emotions.
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TREATMENT
Treatment has focused on grief facilitation and letting go (saying good-bye to the past before saying hello to the future), anger abreaction,
5	dealing with guilt, coping strategies, anxiety
attenuation, body image, and brief insight orientated psychotherapy regarding relationships, "victim-role" choices and nuturing (sic) issues.
10	Comment
Personality and emotional inadequacies and traumas generated by family dysfunction during her childhood/adolescent years have left Ms Anderson bereft of coping resources necessary to deal with
15	extraordinary life pressures.	However, despite
these disadvantages, Ms Anderson has put intensive effort into confronting many deep-seated and distressing underlying issues during the brief, intensive psychotherapy programme.	Despite pressure
20	from her parents and ex-defacto to disengage from the programme, Ms Anderson had the fortitude to continue.	She visited Amy's grave on two occasions early in therapy and was then able to begin to successfully deal with her unresolved grief (she had
25		not visited Amy's grave since just after the funeral). The process was extremely distressing for Ms Anderson and she had only the support of one close friend, her family maintaining a negative stance.	Ms Anderson feels very pressured by her
30		parent's influence and says that as soon as her case is finalised she will leave Darwin for a ''fresh start".	Whilst it is true that until she says
''good-bye'' to the past, Ms Anderson cannot say ''hello" to the future, as long as the court hearing
35		looms over her she is in a psychological conflict situation;	one in which she must retain the details of the very effects and distress that in therapy she is attempting to neutralise, contain/control or put behind her.
40		Whilst Ms Anderson has confronted and resolved some· key issues during therapy, a_nd does appear to n?w be coping better, she still presents with some anxiety with concomitant concentration/attention
45		difficulties.	She continues to experience guilt episodes on occasions (although less frequently), and her affect remains depressed although she has
25
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made some gains and at times her mood is more elevated than previously.	Ms Anderson's self-esteem and body image is low and she still feels sexually
5	inhibited and dissatisfied with body features.
Currently Ms anderson is facing a new set of problems as her ex-defacto, James O'Keefe (Carlie's natural father), is threatening legal action for the child's custody.	During the latest consultation Ms
10	Anderson was fighting to cope with yet another
"victim-role" situation.	She is understandably very distressed about the possible loss of her youngest daughter.	Her worries focus now on her worst fears being realised;		that the family courts
15	will identify her as an unsuitable mother, despite
reassurances to the contrary by her lawyer.
OPINION SUMMARY
In my opinion Ms Anderson will never fully recover
20		from the residual effects of the profound psychological impact of Amy's tragi,c death. Although these residual effects will attenuate with time (facilitated by appropriate treatment), they will remain a negative influence on Ms Anderson's
25	capacity to achieve a fulfilling, happy life."

The programme of treatment was suspended because of the impending court case which Dr Isherwood-Hicks regarded as
30		inimical to improvement.	When the case is over, she suggests that six or seven more sessions would benefit the plaintiff.


Dr Isherwood-Hicks said: "I don't think Ms Anderson
35		will ever get over this fully. I think there'll be a residual effect and I think there's changes that have occurred already, and whilst she'll be able to pick up
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the threads and make the best of - we really are looking at what she can make the best of in the future.	I do not feel that she's going to get completely through that, but I'm optimistic that she'll be able to pull the threads
5	together to have a fulfilled life, but she will never
completely lose the effect, the impact; the psychological impact will be there. This will likely be manifested and anxieties can predispose a person to neurotic behaviours, over-protectiveness, cautiousness, control."
10
Turning now to the issue of the liability of the defendant Mrs Smith to the plaintiff, a number of issues arise.


15		As I observed earlier, the evidence discloses a strong probability that Mrs Smith did not securely shut the back door when she returned from getting the tape, and that Amy, knowing the location of the swimming pool and having enjoyed herself playing in it under
20		supervision on prior occasions, went thorough the door to the pool. There is no evidence of any defect of the back door or its fittings causing it not to latch securely in the normal way.	The lock was of a common kind so that if the door, which swung outwards, had been pulled closed
26
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firmly it would have shut securely against a person pushing against it from the inside.	Amy would not have been able to open the door by operating the latch if it had been properly shut.	It was not necessary to engage
5		the bolt on the inside of the door to secure it against a person pushing on it from the inside.	Amy was able to walk about but she could not swim.	These facts were known to Mrs Smith.	The real possibility that Amy, having played before in the pool and having enjoyed
10		herself there, would try find her way there was one which a reasonable person in the circumstances of Mrs Smith would have foreseen.	Such a person would have foreseen the possibility of serious injury or death by drowning and would have seen to it that the back door was properly
15	shut so that Amy could not wander to the pool, or she
would have taken other precautions to prevent Amy from going there.

ACTION FOR NERVOUS SHOCK
20
As I understood him, Mr Downs, counsel for the defendants, submitted that in such an action the plaintiff cannot recover unless there was a duty of care to the person who suffered the physical injuries.	If
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there is such a rule, it springs from restrictive policy considerations. Deane J said in Jaensch v Coffey (1984- 1985) 155 CLR 549:

5		"That being so, tha.t function performed by any rule confining the existence of a duty of care to avoid such (nervous shock) injury to the case where there has been some breach of a duty of care owed to some other person to avoid ordinary bodily injury is that
10	of an overriding control of the test of reasonable
foreseeability.": p604.


In the same case, as Brennan J said:


15	''It is not necessary here to consider the case where the plaintiff suffers nervous shock caused by his perception of the physical consequences to a third person of the defendant's conduct and the third person is owed no relevant duty of care.": p564.
20


Whether or not a duty of care to the deceased child is a condition of the defendants' liability to the plaintiff, I am satisfied that applying the ''neighbour''
25		test in the factual circumstances that existed on the day on which Amy was injured, Mrs Smith owed the child a duty of care.	It is convenient to say here too that I am satisfied that Mrs Smith's conduct fell short of that imposed by the duty, and, as a result, Amy was injured.
30	The propensity of small children fascinated by water and pools to go to them is well known.	Mrs Smith should have
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foreseen that her failure to close the door securely or otherwise to prevent the active little child from going to the pool unsupervised had a real potential to cause serious drowning injury to the child.
5
I understood Mr Downs to have submitted that a person standing in loco parentis does not become liable in damages for negligence to an infant unless he does a positive act which leads the infant into danger.	This is
10	an over narrow reading of the cases as I understand them. A number of them were referred to as supporting the proposition including Hahn v Conley (1971) 126 CLR 276.
I have also read a number of South Australian cases: Posthuma and Posthuma v Campbell and Others (1984) 37
15		SASR 321, and two unreported cases: Robertson and Anor v Swincer, Full Court 21 September 1989 and Towart v Adler and Others, Full Court 31 October 1989.


I do not think the effect of Hahn v Conley is as
20		contended.	It has to be kept in mind when extracting the principle declared in that case that the High Court was concerned to correct an error.	The Full Court of the Supreme court of South Australia had held that a person standing in loco parentis to a child owed a duty of care
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to the child by virtue of that relationship.	After considering the cases, Barwick CJ said:

"Further I think that the predominant judicial view
5	to be extracted from those cases, and again a view
which commends itself to me as correct is that, whilst in particular situations and because of their nature or elements, there will be a duty on the person into whose care the child has been placed and
10	accepted to take reasonable care to protect the
child against foreseeable danger, there is no general duty of care in that respect imposed by the law upon a parent simply because of the blood relationship.	Also parents like strangers may
15	become liable to the child if the child is led into
danger by their actions.	As a matter of principle, I find the view expressed by McCarthy Jin McCall ion v Dodd [1966] NZLR 710 at p729, acceptable.	Though it may not provide a formula for solving all the
20	problems which may arise out of parent-child
relationships it does seem to me to afford a sound general approach.'': pp283-4.



25	In Mccallion v Dodd, at that place, McCarthy J said:

'' ••. I do not accept that there is any general actionable duty of care which springs basically out of the father-child relationship.	The duties which
30	that relationship cast on the father to care for and protect the child are moral duties not enforceable
by action in tort.	The occasions when a child can sue his parent in tort are the result of specific situations in which the parties find themselves.	In
35		those situations the fact that the defendant is a parent may, as a matter of fact, be very material, but the relationship is not the foundation of the right of action.	It is the situation which creates the enforceable duty."
40

I think that this was the distinction that Barwick
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CJ was at pains to make, and it is reading too much into his reasons to draw from the expression "led into danger" that a person standing in loco parentis to a child can only be liable in negligence to the child if he actively
5	leads the child into danger.	In appropriate
circumstances a person who happens to stand to a child in loco parentis can surely be liable to that child for injury caused by omission.


10		My finding that Mrs Smith owed a duty of care to Amy does not depend upon the fact that Mrs Smith stood to Amy in loco parentis on that day. The duty to take care of Amy arose from the circumstances of time and place including the fact that Mrs Smith had agreed with the
15		plaintiff to mind Amy for her.	Mrs Smith had herself volunteered to take care of Amy. The fact that Mrs Smith assumed the duty of care was doubtless a result of the fact that she was Amy's grandmother but the latter fact was not the juridical source of the duty.
20
In Jaensch v Coffey, Gibbs CJ, who agreed with the conclusions of Deane J and, in general, with his reasons, expressed some opinions to which I now advert.	He pointed out that some old irrational limitations on the
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right to recover damages for nervous shock have one by one been removed.	He referred at some length to Mcloughlin v O'Brian [1983] 1 AC 410.	He said that the first question in such cases is whether the plaintiff was
5	owed a duty of care.	That, in my opinion, is also the
first question for decision here.



Expounding the statement of basic principle by Lord Atkin in Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] AC 562 at p580,
10	Gibbs CJ said that liability for negligence does not
depend ''solely on a failure to take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which it can reasonably be foreseen will be likely to injure someone.	The duty is not owed to the world, but to one's neighbour, ie, to
15		persons who are so closely and directly affected by my act that I ought·reasonably to have them in contemplation as being so affected when I am directing my mind to the acts or omissions which are called in question'.	There are situations where the cases restrict the scope of the
20		duty ascertained by the application of that principle, and examples are given and reference made to Lord Wilberforce's opinion in Mcloughlin v O'Brian as being realistic and correct.	I am confident that in the circumstances of this case the plaintiff was the
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neighbour of the defendants in the relevant sense and that no restricting considerations would prevent the defendants owing a duty of care to the plaintiff.


5		But the primary question remains to be answered: was the plaintiff a person so closely and directly affected by the defendant's act or omission that the defendant ought reasonably to have had her in contemplation as being sufficiently so affected when the defendant was
10	directing her mind to the acts or omissions which are
called in question?	This is a test of proximity and foreseeability. In my opinion the plaintiff was a person closely and sufficiently directly affected by the defendant's conduct in failing to properly shut the back
15		door, and she ought reasonably to have had the plaintiff in mind when she returned through that door from getting the tape. It could not validly be said that the connexion between the defendant's conduct and the effect upon the plaintiff was either remote or unduly indirect.
20
Referring again to Mcloughlin v 0'Brian (at p422), Gibbs CJ in Jaensch v Coffey (at p555) noted that Lord Wilberforce had pointed out that, in deciding what limits should be placed upon the extent of admissible claims for
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nervous shock, it is necessary to consider three elements:


	The class of persons whose claims should be

5	recognized;
	The proximity in time and space of such persons to the accident; and
	The means by which the shock is caused.



10	Gibbs CJ agreed that these are the relevant elements.





In relation to the first point, it is sufficient to note that Gibbs CJ said that, where the relationship
15		between the person killed or physically injured and the person who suffers nervous shock is close and intimate, not only is there the requisite proximity in that respect but it is readily defensible on grounds of policy to allow recovery.	No more need be said in this regard than
20	that the relationship between Amy and the plaintiff was that of daughter and mother.

Turning to consider whether there was sufficient proximity in time and space of the plaintiff to the
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accident, the defendant urges there was not. In Mcloughlin v 0'Brian, Lord Wilberforce said:

"As regards proximity to the accident, it is obvious
5		that this must be close in both time and space.	It is, after all, the fact and consequence of the defendant's negligence that must be proved to have caused the "nervous shock.''	Experience has shown that to insist on direct and immediate sight and
10	hearing would be impractical and unjust and that
under what may be called the "aftermath" doctrine one who, from close proximity, comes very soon upon the scene should not be excluded.	In my opinion, the result in Benson v Lee [1972] VR 879 was correct
15	and indeed inescapable.	It was based, soundly, upon
'direct perception of some of the events which go to make up the accident as an entire event, and this includes ••. the immediate aftermath...'(p880)'':at p422.
20

The facts in Jaensch v Coffey may be conveniently found at p588 of the report where Deane J, after summarising them, noted that the appellant did not
25		contest the trial judge's finding that the things seen and heard by Mrs Coffey on the day of the accident and on the next day caused her psychiatric illness and, later, internal pain and bleeding.	Mrs Coffey had seen her husband in obvious pain a number of times at the hospital
30	on the day of the accident.	She spent the whole of the next day at the hospital.

There was no less proximity in time and space
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between the plaintiff and the accident in the present case than in Jaensch v Coffey.	In neither case was the plaintiff at the scene of the accident when it happened or shortly after.	The plaintiff here was present at the
5	scene shortly after the accident, but there was nothing
remaining there capable of producing a psychological impact upon her.	A short time later she was at the hospital where she saw Amy as soon as she was permitted to see her.	When the plaintiff first saw Amy after the
10		accident (and indeed for 15 months thereafter until her death), Amy bore the visible physical signs of her accident.	I think that the criterion of proximity in time and space is satisfied here.


15		The insurmountable barrier faced by the plaintiff is the fact that there is no acceptable evidence that her psychiatric illness was the result of the shock of the perception of a phenomenon at all, or indeed the result of anything that could be described as a shock whether
20		through the perception of a phenomenon or as the result of an oral description of what had happened to Amy.	I have said "acceptable'' because, although Dr Shoulder spoke of shock, he did not suggest that the plaintiff's psychiatric illness stemmed substantially from the shock
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of perceiving Amy injured.	Insofar as the plaintiff was told things about damage to Amy at the hospital, there is uncertainty as to whether shock induced by oral description would suffice in any event.	Deane J said in
5		Jaensch v Coffey that the question whether the requirement of proximity precludes recovery in a case where reasonably foreseeable psychiatric injury is sustained as a consequence of being told about the death or accident remains an open one: p608. On the other
10	hand, Brennan J said that "shock'' in the phrase ''nervous
shock" means a sudden sensory perception of a person, thing or event, which is so distressing that the perception of the phenomenon affronts or insults the plaintiff's mind and causes a recognizable psychiatric
15		illness: p567.	I think from my reading of Campbelltown City Council and Others v Mackay and Another (1988) 15 NSWR 501, that McHugh JA regarded the latter position as correct.	One can conceive of cases in which an oral description could produce nervous shock.	But, I feel
20		bound to accept the correct present position to be that the shock must result from direct sensory perception. But, in whatever way compensable nervous shock may be inflicted, there is no acceptable evidence in this case from which one could find upon the balance of
37
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probabilities that the plaintiff's psychiatric illness was caused by shock as distinct from prolonged contact with a complex set of stressful events culminating in the death of Amy.	There is nothing to show that, if Amy had
5		recovered after a month or two, the plaintiff would have suffered the psychiatric illness described by the experts.	The plaintiff certainly perceived the phenomenon of Amy injured -- indeed that perception continued for many months.	Amy, in the condition
10		described, must have been indescribably distressing to the plaintiff.	But apart from the perceptions that occurred within a day or so after the accident, the remainder would be excluded from consideration as causative of nervous shock by lack of proximity in time.
15	The evidence does suggest psychiatric illness having been caused by the perception by the plaintiff of and involvement in the many circumstances relating to Amy commencing with what she was told at the hotel and at the defendant's home, what she was told and later saw at the
20		hospital, her understanding of the situation, her caring for Amy for a long time, perceiving Amy day after day, and Amy's eventual death and the dashed hopes and expectation of Amy's recovery.	The dashing of those hopes by Amy's death most certainly had a serious adverse
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effect on the plaintiff's mind and compounded whatever psychiatric problems she had at that time.


In summary, I am satisfied of the existence of all
5		the conditions of liability of Mrs Smith to the plaintiff for damages for psychiatric illness resulting from nervous shock with one critical exception, namely, there is insufficient evidence that the psychiatric illness was the result of shock.
10
Therefore the plaintiff must fail to recover damages for nervous shock.	In the event that I am wrong, and in an effort to save the appellate court from having to remit the matter for assessment of damages, I indicate
15	that I would have assessed damages for the psychiatric illness which I find to be the result of the accident and its sequelae including the death of Amy at $40,000.


I feel compelled to enter a brief discursus prompted
20		by reading the reasons of McHugh JA in Campbelltown City Council and Others v Mackay and Another.	After considering fully the effects of Jaensch v Coffey, his Honour summarised the law generally as follows:
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"In an action for nervous shock, the sustaining of a psychiatric illness by shock is fundamental to the cause of action.	In an action for damages for physical injury, a plaintiff who has suffered
5	physical injury is entitled to recover for
consequential psychiatric illness.	A plaintiff in such an action does not have to establish that the psychiatric illness is the result of a shock caused by the sudden perception of some phenomenon for
10	which the defendant is responsible.	It is enough
that the psychiatric condition is the reasonably foreseeable result of the defendant's negligence. Likewise in an action for damages for damage to property, the plaintiff is entitled to recover for
15	personal damage which is the reasonable foreseeable
result of the defendant's ne li ent dama e of that property:":p 511.	my emphasis

It follows that, if Amy had been the plaintiff's
20		property, the plaintiff could have recovered for the psychiatric illness she suffered as a consequence of the damage to Amy. Indeed, upon the evidence in this case I would have awarded damages in such circumstances.


25		However, the distinction that prevents recovery might be emphasised in the following way:

	Defendant negligently causes damage to entity A, which is related to the Plaintiff as

30		property-to-owner.	If damage to A causes psychiatric damage of a reasonably foreseeable kind to Plaintiff, Plaintiff may recover from Defendant therefor whether the psychiatric damage was cause by shock or by some gradual
35	process.
	Defendant's conduct causes damage to entity B, which is related to the Plaintiff as infant
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chil d-to--mother.	If damage to B causes psychiatric damage of a reasonable foreseeable kind to Plaintiff, Plaintiff may recover from Defendant therefor only if the psychiatric
5	damage was caused by shock.

I can see no reasonable foundation for the greater restriction in the second case, and it is hard to see how
10	it is justified on policy grounds.	I acknowledge that
the logic of the distinction is unassailable: damage to property is always taken to injure its owner.	But, is it reasonable for the law to vest the artificial (created by positive law) relationship of property to owner with a
15		greater capacity for the infliction of compensable injury to the owner than the natural relationship of infant to mother has for the infliction of such injury to the mother?	Might it not be time for another "cautious step" in this area of the law so as to put parents of infant
20	children on the same footing at least as owners of property in the relevant respect.


It might be argued that in any event the statement of claim in this case was restricted to a claim for
25		nervous shock and did not include a claim for psychiatric illness caused otherwise.	But, in the present state of the law, as evinced by the passage of McHugh JA quoted
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' '
above, the plaintiff would have had no basis for a broader claim.

COMPENSATION (FATAL INJURIES) ACT
5
The long title of the Compensation (Fatal Injuries) Act (NT) is: "An act relating to compensation to relatives of persons whose deaths are caused by wrongful act, neglect or default".	By section 4, "parent", in
10		relation to a deceased person includes a grand-father and a grand-mother of the deceased person.	A parent of the deceased and a sister of the deceased are members of a deceased person's family: subsection 4(2).	An action may be brought for the benefit of those members of the
15		deceased person's family who sustained damage by reason of the death: sections 8 and 13. The only category of damages awardable under the Act for present purposes having regard to the evidence is damages for solatium: subsection 10(3), par (f).
20
The right to recover under the Act is limited to cases where, had death not followed the injury, the deceased could have recovered damages in respect of the injury: subsection 7(1). This was a restriction relied
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upon by the defendants whose counsel submitted that, had Amy survived, she could not have recovered damages in respect of her injuries.	That submission was based on a submission of law relating to the duty of care owed by
5		parents or persons standing in loco parentis to infants with which I have already dealt.	I repeat that the child Amy, had she survived, could have recovered damages against the defendant, Mrs Smith.


10		The principles governing an award of damages for solatium have been declared in this court by Muirhead J in Cook v Cavenagh (1981) 10 NTR 35.	Although Leona has been too young to have experienced intense emotional pain by reason of the fate of Amy, I think it is right to
15		include an amount to provide solace for the quite gentle but deep sadness which she will experience in the years to come when she realizes the fact that she has lost the love, companionship and comfort of a sister.	Money cannot provide true solace for such losses unless one is
20		of a peculiarly callous and mercenary bent, but since the Parliament requires such an award to be made in an appropriate case, the court must do its conscientious best.
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Approaching the matter objectively and separately in the case of each claimant and having regard to the circumstances of each that emerged from the evidence, I assess solatium for the plaintiff in the sum of $10,000
5	and for Leona Shayle Anderson, the sister of Amy, at
$6,000.


I shall hear the parties on the issue of costs.
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